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Bus To Be Delivered
First Of November
The school bus for which money was
appropriated by the Student Fund
Committee, to be used by students and
organizations for field trips, will be
delivered on campus the first week in
November, according to a statement
issued this week by Dr.. S. P. Duke.
This bus is to have a seating capacity
for thirty persons, the seats being arranged three rows on one side and
two on the other. "State Teachers
College, Harrisonburg, Va.," worked
out in a way reflecting school colors,
is to be imprinted on the sides of the
light blue, White Motor Company bus.
On top there will be a rack tarpaulen
Covered for carrying baggage.
The purchase of this bus as school
property will be one of the most convenient additions to the school to be
made this year.
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Bohumir Kryl And Symphony Band
Over Two Hundred
Expected To Come
Opens Lyceum Course Tonight
For V.I.P.A. Meeting Bohumir Kryl, long a famous figure

Schoolma'am Wins
First Honor Rating
to die away, leaving only the echoes

Delegates Will Represent
Mrs. Marietta Johnston Colleges, Universities,
and Prep. Schools
Stresses Education As
Life Jtself
Convention Highlight ,
To Be On Saturday
Adults Should Provide
Proper Environment Over two hundred delegates' are exThat education is life itself was
stressed by Mrs. Marietta Johnston, a
leader in the Organic School of Education, Fair Hope, Mobile Bay, Alabama,
in her address to the student body and
faculty Wednesday morning, in Wilson Hall auditorium.
"I don't think we have come to any
definite definition of education," stated Mrs. Johnston. "What is it to be
educated? Some people say it is a
preparation for voting, some say for
life, others for college or vocation.
We are coming more and more to the
idea that it isn't preparation at all; it
is life," she continued.
"What are the reasons for accepting
this definition? We have two erroneous ideas of childhood: first, the idea
that childhood is the preparation for
adult life." She stated that a child
lives in a stage that is important for
itself and that he lives completely his life today. "The second idea of childhood that we have,"
she said, "is the idea that children
are little adults. Almost everywhere
•I go I find teachers earnestly and anxiously teaching; imparting knowledge;
getting something over, in order that
the child may have something when he
grows up."
That the child is unique was stressed by Mrs. Johnston. She further
stated that childhood is for itself. "The
problem that comes to the teacher is:
what kind of life must this child have?
The ten-year old must have a ten
year old life. What are his needs?
We don't know, no one knows; but
it is our duty to try to know.
"What we mean by organic education is that a child reacts unconsciously as he grows. It is up to adults to
provide environment that is right for
the children. The child should grow
right in body, mind, and spirit and if
so we would have a better world.
''No child should be subjected to
specialization. All under-specialization
is over specialization.
"No child should be put before
his years. A child should not be conscious of learning anymore than he is
conscious of growing, but our trouble
is that we push them on. He must
be interested in his work so that he
may be sincere."
"A child should not be made selfconscious. Self-consciousness is a form
(Continued on Page Four)
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Congrats,
Year Book

pected to attend the ninth annual convention of the Virginia Intercollegiate
Press Association to be held here on
Nov. 1 and 2 it was announced by
Virginia Cox, president.
The Harrisonburg State Teachers
college will entertain the delegates, who
will represent every college and university and many of the junior colleges and preparatory schools in the
state.
The announcement of winners in
the different classes of student publieati',.,s entered on Saturday night will
be one of the highlights of the convention which will get underway with
an executive committee meeting on the
night of October 31 and conclude
with a banquet and a dance on November 2.
The V. I. P. A. was founded in
Farmville, in 1928, and Alexander
Hudgins of Richmond, now executive
secretary of the group, was the first
president.
Officers of the association in addition to Virginia Cox, president, are:
Henry Seymour, College of William
and Mary; Rufus King, Bridgewater
College; H. F. Henry, Emory and
Henry college; and Audrey Rose,
(Continued on Page Three)

TENTATIVE0 CAST
PICKED FOR PLAY
Tryouts among the members o(f
Stratford Dramatic Club and others
interested in dramatics resulted in the
tentative casting of thirty-two students in the play, Nine till Six. Dr.
Argus Tresidder, director of the club,
announced a first and second cast for
the play.
Those in the first cast are: Louise
Faulconer, Virginia Cox, Frances
Wells, Elizabeth Gilley, Mary Knight,
Anne Bailey, Frances Douglas, Dorothy Day, Catherine Beale, Mary Cox,
Ruth Peele, Mary Clark, Dorothy
Mairs, Mildred Garnett, Eleanor Harrison, Annie Cox, and Mary Sampson.
The second cast includes: Agnes
Bargh, Priscilla Libby, Elizabeth Dalke,
Anne Fearnow, Virginia Blaine, Bessie
Watts, Signe Lorman, Gretchen Foskey, Anne Hedrick, Mary Ellen Smith,
Mary E. Stuart, Mildred Bundy, Dorothea Nevils, Cora May Fitzgerald, and
Janet Miller.
Rehearsal assistants are Ellen Eastham and Bertha Jenkins.

among the country's bandmasters, will
present his Symphony Band in a concert this evening in Wilson Auditorium, the first number to be presented
on this session's lyceum course.
The Band, comprising an exceptional personnel of artists, is now beginning
its 3'lst consecutive season, during
which period the organization has given
over twelve thousand concerts and
has traveled over one million miles.
Kryl belongs to the virtuoso School
of Conductors and is unrivaled in his
field. He is a good showman, as he
has proved in his many tours. He
knows how to blend art and entertainment, how to win the respect of the
serious music lover and how to amuse
the casual listener.
Concerning the performance of
Kryl's band, one of the country's leading newspapers stated:
"At times the music seemed almost

of the pipes of Pan, and then again it
swelled with all the fury of a mountain stream, to a volume and mellowness of a great pipe organ. The tone
of the instruments blended together
in such an artistic way that they more
resembled a Symphony than a Band."
Kryl, besides his distinguished conducting, is also a renowned cornet soloist, hailed as a successor to Levy, a
cornetist among the legendary figures
of American music.
Accompanying the Band will , be
these brilliant soloists: Josephine Kryl
White, violinist; Nell Kinard, soprano;
Ruth Templeman, harpist; Marie Kryl,
pianiste; and Anna Fitza, soprano of
the Metropolitan Opera.
Kryl and his Band have been accorded enthusiastic receptions by colleges
and universities throughout the country, proving the educational as well as
entertaining value of the concerts.

EDITED BY R. SHULAR
NOW PLACED IN FIELD

Competing against over'200 yearbook* from leading colleges and universities, the 1935 Schoolma'am, annual publication, was awarded first
class-Jifonor rating in the four-year
Teachers College group of the yearbook
critical service sponsored by the National Scholastic N Press Association,
Evelyn Pugh, Edom, editor of the 1936
annual was notified this week.
This distinction, held by the Schoolma'-am for four consecutive years, was
won by only one other publication
from Southern colleges.
Judge of the books was Fred Noer,
H. T. C. Rank On Purdue Building Will Be On North editor of Collegiate Digest.
The prizewinning yearbook was
Test Is Above National
Side And Similar To
edited
by Ruth Shular, East Stone Gap,
Median Score
Senior Hall
and managed by Mary Blankinship
Contracts for the new dormitory Humbert, Clifton Forge.
The'following list includes the up—o—
per fourth of the entire freshman class, will be let the 24th or 25 th of this
ranked according to the scores made month, as was announced by Presiby these students in the general Eng- dent Duke Tuesday. It is hoped that
lish test taken by all freshman during this dormitory will be ready for octhe first week. The test contained cupation by the juniors in September,
sections dealing with punctuation, 1936.
grammar, spelling, reading comprjeThe building, which is to be locat- Proud Gesture Will Be
hension, vocabulary, usage, and sent- ed on the north side of the campus,
Produced At Cornell
ence structure.
is to be similiar to Senior Hall in conThis Winter
After each name appears the high struction, with the improvement of
school from which the student gradu- sound-proof plaster to reduce the
ated and, in parentheses, the course in amount of noise in the corridors". It
Proud Gesture, a play written by
which she has registered here.
will contain forty-eight two-girl
Dr. Argus Tresidder, new head of the
The Harrisonburg scores compare bedrooms, which is ten less than the
dramatic
and speech department at
favorably with the national scores: the number in Senior Hall and will have
Harrisonburg median score is 146 and only one parlor and radio room. This the State Teachers College, has just
the national standard for college fresh- will account for its being about thirty been awarded first prize in the Cornell
feet shorter than the 1934 construc- University contest for long plays. It
man 129, for instance.
tion project.
(Continued on Page Three)
will be produced some time during the
The cost of construction of this new
1
o
,
autumn.
dormitory is estimated to be between
Traditional Wedding
This is the first contest which the
$130,000 and $150,000.
university has conducted among its
Takes Place Oct. 16
students in the field of the long play.
For a number of years it has held
New students will be "united in rites
of matrimony" to the old members of
competitions of one-act plays, which
the student body in the New Girl-Old
have been both produced and published
Girl wedding which will take place
Seventy two-year graduates of last under university auspices. Among them
Wednesday, October 16, in Wilson June have been accounted for up to
have been a number written by Sidall auditorium.
this time by the placement commitThe ''couple" will be joined in wed- tee. The list of those students who ney Kingsley, whose play, Men in
lock by the president of the student have notified Dr. W. J. Gifford that White, won the Pulitzer Prize last
government association, Frances Wells, they have secured positions follows:
year. Mr. Kingsley was a member of
CURRICULUM I
Suffolk, as the officiating clergyman.
Dr. Tresidder's class at Cornell.
Elizabeth Austin—primary teacher,
Major officers, members of the student
Dr. Tresidder, who received the Ph.
association, and class officers will rep- Lofton School, Augusta County.
D. degree from the university in June
Noreen Beamer—rural school, Boteresent the old girls as principals in the
of this year, wrote "Proud Gesture"
wedding. The identity of New Girls' tourt County.
while working for his doctorate. He
Brownie Biller—rural school, Shenwho will play principal roles in the
has two plays which are being considaffair is kept secret until the wedding andoah County.
ered for production in New York City
(Continued on Page Four)
itself.
and is working on another.
o

Freshman Test Led
Contracts To Be Let
By Maxine Card well Soon For Dormitory

Dr. Tressider Writes
Prize Winning Play

Two-Year Graduates
Receive Placements

Newest Faculty Member Grants Interview
"Well, here I am now!" he said.
And I,—well, I was very glad he was
sure, because twice1 we had had complications about his being there. I
was even beginning to wonder which
day his memory worked best. I explained to him that my interview was
mainly to satisfy the inquiring student
body.
"It seems to me that I've been confessing my secret history to too many
people—"
—But he was very obliging, and in
his composed, easy manner began to
tell me all that I-could have asked.
"Well, I was born in Buffalo, New
York, about 35 or 40 years ago."
(However, we leave this matter to the

One Of Two Southern Colleges To Receive N. S.
P. A. Award

judgment of the eye.) "I went to
Cornell University."
"Were you," I asked, taking notice
of his broad shoulders and almost gigantic stature, "a football hero, or
less than that, a football enthusiast?"
"No, I didn't play football. I've always been sorry I didn't. I play tennis. I was interfraternity tennis champion at the university, and university
handball champion."
Here he began to talk in quite low
tones, and I could barely keep pace
with his thoughts as he gave them ttf
me. He was saying something about
having joined the campus intelligentsia, a "rather deluded lot of hopeful
writers."
"I was writing. That was my job.
I even wrote a column. It was sup-

V

posed to be a humorous column. In
our little group of writers we thought
we were awfully good. I remember we
wrote some dreadful things. "I then went as instructor in English to the University of Kansas. I
coached the tennis team there.
"I went to the University of Tennessee—and did far too many things.
But I liked it there. I became a fanatical (mountain climber. I traveled
around the south with tournament
volley ball teams. I directed the dramatic club. I was in several amature
organizations. Once I wajs in five
plays in one day.
s^~
"But these were flt-vuild activities—
what else have I done?"
He was leaning back in his chair
(Continued on Page Two)

Five New Members
Meet Requirements
Of Annual Art Staff
Five students have successfully
completed try-outs tests for the
Schoolma'am art staff, announced Ethel
Cooper, Winchester, art editor. The
new members of the art staff are
Frances Grove, Bernice Sloop, Linda
Barnes, Sue Belle Sale, and Irma" Driver.
The other members of the staff
who haye served on former yearbooks
are Elizabeth Schumacher, Barbara
Moody, Virginia Pollard, Lucille Webber, and Ruth Warner.
Evelyn Pugh, Edom, is editor of the
Schoolma'am this year ^nd Margaret
Newcomb, Formosa, business manager.
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Objet d'Art!

THE BREEZE
Member Virginia IntercollegiateNPress Association

By MARGARET SHANK
New
York Story—Katherine Bush
P ublished weekly by the student body of the State Teachers College,
Mahattan
writes its story on the
Harrisonburg, Virginia
walls, floors and closets of an empty
Subscription Price
-•
•
*2-00 a Year apartment. Go apartment hunting
with the young man in the overcoat
1935 Member
1936
and find this New York story. Katherine Bush tells the story in her "inPlssocidecl Cblleftiate Press
Distributor of
timate with life" manner.
Golden Book and Ficton Parade are
now published under, one cover. It
igditor-in-Chkf
VIRGINIA Cox is the combination of the Classic, old
Business Manager
,.-.
Lois MEEKS and new.
Assistant Editor
.'...ELIZABETH BYWATERS
How much of a movie do you see?
Copy Editor
,
: Lois SLOOP
Did you notice the skillful use of
News Editor
DOLORES PHALEN
Head-writer ■.
t
.GOLDIE COHEN symbolism in Anna Karenina, Vlansky woos Anna in the garden behind
EDITORIAL STAFF
the frame of a vine that makes a symI. ARRINGTON
H. HARDY
E. THRASHER
bolic
figure "X" across the two lovers.
A. BARGH
A. MARSHALL
M. SHANK
The
keynote of Aristocracy was
• M. BYER
^^ ,
R. MATHEWS
B. SLOOP
plainly struck by the opening with
M. COCKRELL
L. MUNDY
R. WARNER
a close-up of a large dish of Caviar—
S. QUINN
then the richly laden table of hors
BUSINESS STAFF
'
d' oeuvres. Costuming, photography
A. G. DARDEN
M. WAY
B. WATTS
and music all contributed to aristoA. HOWSER
S. QUINN
F. WEST
cratic atmosphere.
TYPISTS
The whole story was told by conH. SLIFER
A. BARGH
D. FIVECOAT
trasts—contrasts
of mood, action and
L. LUCRETT
L. WEBBER
G. RICHTER
lighting. We see Anna defying convention, leaving her home for Vlansky—then immediately we cut to the
Support The H. t. C. Tradition
elaborate conventional wedding of
It is rather timidly that we boast of the traditions of our school along Kitty. While Anna gloomily waits for
side those of Harvard, Yale, William and Mary, and other earlier institu- Vlansky in her Opera box Valansky's
tions of learning. But in the brief history of Harrisonburg State Teachers mother pleasantly introduces him to a
College, there has developed one, outstanding tradition which we are justi- pretty .girl. In the final scene at the
fied in pointing out as unique. (We cite the spirit of friendliness that pre- station as the soldiers joyfully leave for
the front and Vlansky kisses a beautivails on our campus.
Other schools and colleges set aside special "howdy" days—gay days ful woman good-bye Anna silently
during which students greet one. another wherever they pass. These days meditates suicide.
stand out as bright spots on the year's calendar, for they are the times when
The book Look Homeward Angel
the student body is most nearly united, and when it acts most co-operatively.
was
found near the body of one of
For H. T. C. students everyday is a "howdy" day. When two students meet
the
victims
in the baffling crash of
on our campus, they speak, irrespective of class, occupation, place, or previous
the
airliner
in
Wyoming. "Oh God,
meeting.
how horrible! How horrible!" was the
Nor is this spirit confined to the student body; faculty members exchange
cry of the open torn page.
greetings among themselves and with students. Those who cultivate faculty
Thomas' Wolfe's second autobiacquaintances soon find that teachers can give as much outside of class as in.
ographical novel Of Time and the
New girls, both freshmen and transfers, we are pointing out our outstandRiver continues Wolfe's search for
ing tradition because, we want you to enjoy a part in carrying it on. Doubtthe mocking question: What is this
less you have already felt the contagious friendly attitude prevalent on the
campus and have wondered about it. It is spontaneous, but it is genuine, strange and bitter miracle of living?
and frank as well. It is one of the finest things here and is one of the things
Here's a suggestion of The Sun for
that will stand out when you have left Harrisonburg. While you are here,
a
good name for Mussolini's war—
contribute your smile and "hello." The tradition -is so strong it will prob"The
Black War."
ably carry on if you do not chose to help it, but you are not strong enough
The
reason is: Black Shirts Vs. Black
to carry on without the help of the tradition.
Skins to see who'll get a black eye.
Black marks against Mussolini.

CAMPUS Ja
TOM SAYS:
Peggy Byer makes me say the
things I do.

CoHe6iate Digest
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Columbus Day—And Us

0

• October 12—Columbus Day discovery—"In 1492,"—"Sail on, sail on,
and on—what schoolboy today does not know the familar round? And what
individual does not experience a thrill when he recalls his childhood pictures
of that brave Genoese, standing alone, and daring to look ahead? But how
often does that same individual fail to recognize the stirring elements in
the pioneering movements of society today? We can but wonder.
One thing is certain: if we students today are to take our places as builders
tomorrow, we must be aware of the changing conditions in the world about
us. None of us will ever help bring to pass or even witness an epochmaking discovery as Christopher Columbus was able to do. But we will
live during a period of thought, of discoveries in the theoretical world, and
of infinite research; events today aie so disturbing they will eventually lead
to chaos unless constructive thinking does gain control. Then, it is up to
us to snap ourselves out of the past into an acute awareness of the present
and a looking toward the future.
Columbus made October 12 his day. Will we make our age strong
enough to bear the stamp of our name?

Newest Faculty

THE LAST LAUGH
Soar Grapes
An Englishman, according to legend get 3 laughs from a joke—first
when the joke is told, second when it
is explained, third when he finally
understands it. The Frenchman gets
only the first two—he never sees the
point. The American man gets one—
he won't- wait for any point. And
the American girl, of course, gets none
at all because she's heard the joke before.
"'Oh dear me, things arn't what they
used to be," sighed Grannie, discussing
the younger generation. "Why about
the only time a modern mother puts
her foot down is when the light turns
green."
The schoolmistress was giving her
class of young pupils a test on a recent
natural history lesson. "Now, Bobby
Jones," she said, "Tell me where the
elephant is found." The boy hesitated
for a minute; then his face lit up.
"The elephant, teacher is such a large
animal that it is scarcely ever lost."
More "howlers"—
Wisp—An insect somewhat similar
to a bee or hornet.
Penchant—A small ornament suspended from a necklace.
Opulence—A man who takes care of
the eyes.
Tuba—A kind of rose.
Carioca—A kind of pudding.
A botanist is a man who collects
old bottles.
Orchids to the songster who so
violently held up her skirt in chapel
the other day ... A dose of soda to the
innocent soph who gets indigestion if
she eats too much (Most of us don't
get enough) . . . Nice going, referees,
in the Old Girl-New Girl game . . .
Turnips to the frosh who was brave
enough to admit she didn't understand Einstein's theory . . . Social
isolation to us all when we have to
take a bath in midday to get even
warm water and then it comes out of
the cold water spigot . . . and primroses to the brave reformer who insists
on breeding for quality and not quantity.

(Continued from Page One)
watching the movements of some
small article he was handling.
He has written five plays, was on
the radio and wrote his own skits. He
is trying to get some plays produced
and has two in New York now.
"What kind of plays do you write?"
0
I asked.
Without hesitating, and punctuat- BRADY TO PLAY
ing each word, he answered,
AT STATE THEATRE
"Morbid—serious plays.
Heavy,
dull plays,—about all kinds of pecuA motion picture that easily ranks
liar subjects."
as one of the season's most enjoyable
One of his plays is now being
comedies is Lady Tuhbs, the Universal
brought to production this fall by the
screenplay which opens an engagement
Cornell dramatic club. It is the first
of two days at the State Theatre Monlong play by a student they've ever
day, with Alice Brady starred and
You Won't Read This!
presented.
Douglass Montgomery and Anita
"Then I went back and got my
This is distinctly the type of editorial no one likes to read. We are
Louise in featured roles. The film
going to pull the old gag of "son, this is going to hurt me more than you" doctor's degree at Cornell. I did more
play has a rollicking, dashing quality
and say we distinctly dislike to write this type of editorial. To come to the radio work. I played more tennis—,"
about it that makes a picture of rare
unpleasant point, we disapprove of the conduct in recent assemblies.
"—and then you came here?"
In the first place, we have noticed various late-comers calmly get up
"Yes—and I'm rather afraid of all delight.
Alice Brady is most happily cast
and parade to the front of the auditorium while someone is speaking. Doubt- the girls I find here." (He called
lessly, these tardy people are trying to claim their places before they are himself two very strange, but prob- as the plain-spoken cook in a railchecked absent. Our first advice is to try to be a little earlier. But if you ably expressive words. I've even for- way construction camp, who inherits
are unavoidably detained, sit in the back and explain your absence from your gotten what he said they meant—.) a fortune and adopts the spurious
Now came the vital question. I title of "Lady Tubbs" in order to
regular chapel seat when notified from the President's office. Above all,
frankly told the gentleman that al- further the romance of her niece with
don't intrrupt the speaker,or announcer by walking down the aisles.
Another very—disturbing factor in the conduct of chapel is the raising most every girl on campus had him Montgomery, son of a title-worshipand lowering of seats while the benediction is being pronounced. This engaged or in/love with some girl ping social lights who have previously
somewhere. '/They've had this young looked with disdain on the young girl
situation can be remedied easily if each person is more thoughtful.
We could go into a long enumeration of other annoying things that lady living on campus, in New York because she lacks acceptable family
occur in chapel. Not the least among these would be the occasional neigh- City,—even at Cornell."
connections .
borly conversations and the reading of letters. But we have heard so much
With some degree of surprise on his
The story opens on a new railroad
comment on the two faults we stressed that we thought something special face he said, "I deny that, emphaticunder construction in Kansas and
should be done to correct them. Remember please do not go down the aisles ally. It's not so!"
"What do you like to do when then shifts to the luxurious beauty of
after chapel exercises have begun and do not raise or lower your seat during
you're not teaching?" I inquired.
a Long Island estate. Director Cropehe benediction.
"Take shower baths and eat ap- land has maintained a tempo of fast
When your end of the see-saw is down, go out by yourself a while; it ples—. I ride horseback here too. fun, and the story trips along swiftly
will act as a hammer on the other end.
I've looked everywhere for someone to
and joyously to its climax.
climb a mountain with me."
You will find Lady Tubbs a deSo Ethiopia is to be civilized' And why not tame a cat by throwing —And he lives in bachelor's quarlightful evening's entertainment.
a lion into its cage?
ters, all to himself.
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FreeSchool Advocated
By Noted Minister
An early champion of public free
schools and universal education lives
again in the pages of the September
Virginia Teacher.. Dr. Benjamin M.
Smith (1811-1893), a notable minister and educational leader of his day,
contributed this valuable report after
a tour which he spent in examining
the schools and systems of public instruction in Prussia and other European countries.
The report, which will continue in
three following installments, is addressed to "his Excellency Governor Campbell," and includes these topics: the
mode of establishing and organizing
schools( in Prussia particularly); the
branches of education taught; the
length of the school term; the expense
of tuition to each scholar; the amount
of tuition to be paid by the parent;
the method of obtaining teachers.
Governing agencies of European
schools are also described in detail.
William A. Maddox ranks this report
of Dr. Smith's "perhaps the most significant document of the period."
In his foreword to the Smith report, Dr. Charles Wilham Dabney,
former president of the University
of Tennessee and the University of
Cincinnati, reveals that Dr. Smith was
the founder of the first Educational
Association ever formed in the South.
"From the time he graduated from
college in 1829 to the day of his
death in 1893" writes Dr. Dabney,
"Benjamin M. Smith used every opportunity to promote public free
schools. For this service Virginia owes
him recoginition which has never been
fully accorded.
"What Is Good English Today?"
is the question discussed by Albert
H. Marckwardt, professor of English
at the University of Michigan. Mr.
Marchwardt distinguishes between
linguistic prism and liberalism, defining the former as an attitude of
dependence upon certain absolute
authorities, with the belief that language may maintain a relatively static
condition, and the latter as an attitude
of dependence upon usage with the
belief that language is in a state of
continuous development.
Examples of expression which were
condemed by textbooks some years
ago and which are now in current
use, are cited. Mr. Marckwardt, using
histories of modern languages as references, says that lack of ironclad rules
will not lead to the breaking down of
a language. He compares liberalism
in language to remodeling in architecture; both are done for greater
suitability to modern conditions.
Young people will find a loyal friend
and defender in J. W. Crabtree, author
of the article, "Youth to Save the
Day." Mr. Crabtree, a former secretary
of the National Education Association,
writes an emphatic denial in answer to
the criticism that most high school
and college students are disloyal and
"red."
0

Announcement
To the New Students:
The members of the Garden Club
invite you who are interested in the
Garden Club work and desire to join
the club to be present at our first
meeting which, will be held on Monday, October 14 at 6:30 p. m.
Since we will organize for the year
at this meeting we desire all prospective members to be present.
The activities of the Club consist
of the care of the college flower garden, and the fostering of an interest
in flowers through club programs.
Evelyn Shelton, Pres.
' o
Do you read the columns? Try it
once in a while—you might miss something if you don't.
How about a classified ad department in the BREEZE?

-
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F.E.R.A. Scholarship
Placements Given

Four Hundred Books
Added To Library

Announcement has been made of
Approximately four hundred new
"What Jesus Taught about God"
many of the F. E. F. A. scholarship
books
and seven magazines have been
appointments given this fall. The list was the subject of the Y. W. C. A.
added
to the library since last Spring.
that follows is not complete, as a few service conducted by Anne Wood
There
have been new reference books
Sunday in Wilson Hall. Mary Cox
changes are sometimes necessitated.
purchased
for all fields of the various
T. Elizabeth Abbott, tr. school; V. presented this thought with a reading,
departments, also biographies, fiction
"The
proof
that
God
is
and
the
revelaLouise Bishop, library; Leah Boyts,
and Juveniles.
library; Mildred Bright, dormitories; tion of what He is, is the most imporThe following girls visited in their Peyton, Kitty Wolfe, Lucdle Webber, Gene Brittle, supply room; Isabelle tant doctrine taught in the Bible. God
One of the most valuable sets of
homes last week-end: Anna Bailey to Marye Harris, Louise Anderton, and Buckley, education; Edna C. Bussard, is unchangeable, but it depends great- books bought was for the Science deLuray, Frances Douglass to Grottoes, Isabel Russell.
tr. school; Rose Maxine Cardwell, ly on us what He is to us. He is partment, The Smithsonian Series. This
* * »
Frances Grove to Luray, Louise
Miss Anthony; Isabelle Capeland, din- good, but He is also severe. He is mer- is a handsome set of twelve volumes
Hankla to Louisa, Hazel Koontz to
Dr. W. J. Gifford, Mrs. Bernice ing room; Nancy Darwin, physical ciful but He is also just."
- bound in red leather. The editor-inElkton, Nancy Koontz to Weyers Varner, and Professor and Mrs. Raus education; Louise Fein, library; Martha
A vocal solo, The Prayer Perfect, chief of these books Is Charles Greely
Cave, Anges Mays to Staunton, Anna Hanson and daughter, Janet Rebec- Fitzgerald, library; Anna Gregory, by Frances Sifford was included in the Abbott who is Secretary of the SmithMiller to New Market, Kathryn Shuil ca, were dinner guests of the Y.W.C.
sonian Institution in Washington, D.
tea room; Virginia Greenberg, training program.
to Winchester, Marion Sampson to A. at camp last Sunday.
C, however several other men helped
school;
Helen
Gruber,
biology
lab.;
* • •
Gordonsville, and Mary Jane Stuart to
Thursday
complete the material necessary for
Frances Halfe, tr. school; Margaret
Churchville. .
The first formal birthday dinner of M. Hall, dining room.
Nell Williams, making use of the such an edition. The points in publish* * *
this year was held Wednesday eventheme, "Life's Loyalty," led the Thurs- ing this series of books was to acquaint
Louise Hankla, home ec. off.; Lucia day Y. W. C. A. service'. Mary SampHelen Sherman accompanied Alva ing, October 9, in Bluestone and
more people with this great museum.
Kibbe, dormitories; Jennie Lee Massie,
and Lennis Moyers to their home at Senior Dining Halls.
son developed the subject with an in- The titles of a few volumes are: Sun
Bergton last week-end.
The faculty members who were dining room; Margaret Meacham, dor- structive talk, citing examples of and The Welfare of Man, North Amer»- -* »
seated at the banquet table in Blue- mitories; Nellie Morris, library; Be trie loyalty in everyday life. She stated, ican Indians, Insects and Their Ways
Opal Moody visited Mrs. Paul El- stone Dining Hall were: Dr. and Mrs. C. Parker, dormitories; May D. Peters, "Life's loyalty should be given to the and Means of Living. Great Invenlinger in Staunton on October 5 th and S. P. Duke, Mrs. A. B. Cook, Dr. Ar- dormitories; Margaret Pittman, li- best ideals of life."
tions, Wild Animals In and Outof the
6th.
gusTresidder, Miss Julia Robertson, brary; Mrs. Alma Taylor Pitts, religA trio, composed of Martha Way, Zoo, Minerals From Earth aricf Sky,
* *i *
Mrs. Palmer and Miss Grace M. Pal- ious education; Geneva Lee Pool, li- Adelaide Houser and Frances Gifford Cold Blooded Vertebrates.
Mildred Bundy and Virginia Hurt mer. Approximately fifty students brary; Maria Richardson, dormitories; sang "Jubilate." Nell Williams conThe new magazines are chiefly deEthel Ruck, biology lab.
went with Anne Hendrick to her home were birthday guests.
cluded the program with a reading partmental and include the Annalist,
Josephine V. Seriford, tr. school; "Loyalty?"
in McGahyesville over the last weekIn Senior Dining Hall, Dr. and Mrs.
a financial magazine for the Social
Ruth
Sheets, dining room; Ruth B.
end.
. j' G. A. Williams, Mrs. Adele Blackwell,
Science Department, The Botanical
* * *
Miss Pearl O'Neil and Miss Margaret Taylor, dormitories; Margaret TreviReview, French Review, Peabody
Celeste Fitzhugh visited Mary Bess Rucker were present at the banquet lian, library; Margaret Tisdale, library;
Journal of Education, Publishers WeekFitzhugh at Mary Baldwin College in table. Twenty-five Juniors and sen- Geneva Thomas, dormitories; Virgina
ly, Reading and the School Library
Staunton oh Saturday and Sunday iors were seated at the student birth- P. Smith, religious education; Eloise
and The Scholastic.
Watkins, library; Elizabeth R. WilkPlans for a contest to select a
of last week.
^J
day
tables.
\
Every subject seems to be covered
* * *
* » »
inson library; Blanch Lewis, dining name for the new comic magazine
in
this list of new books. We find
Betty Burdette visited her relatives,
The annual entertainments for girls room; Charlotte Thacher, dormitories; to be published for the first time this titles from, What Shall We Name the
from Point Pleasant, West Virginia, at of all denominations were given by Virginia Oakey, English; Laura Shep- [fall by the Virginia Intercollegiate
Baby to Fluorescence Analysis in Ulthe Kavanaugh Hotel in Harrison- the different churches of the city in ard, telephone exchange; Florence Press Association, for the distribution
tra
Violet Rays zndL'Age tyor de la
in the colleges and preparatory schools
burg last week-end. Eleanor Filson their social halls on Friday evening, Truberg, pool.
Litterature
Francaise to Snippy and
Agnes Bargh, Mr. Logan; Linda of the sqate, werp 'announced this
also visited her mother at this hotel October 4, from seven thirty to ten
Snappy.
Ever
lover of books should be
Barnes, art; Margaret Byer, English; week, along with an outline of the
iover the past week-end.
o'clock.
able
to
find
interesting
new material
j.-,
*
*
*
The program at the Presbyterian Mary Martha Cannon, Dean of Wo- magazine's progress to date, from the here.
Eleanor Harrison was the guest of. Church was in the form of a radio en- men; Sadie Cooper, English; Mabel Richmond headquarters of the AssociaA list of these new books may be
Mrs. W. G. Cook in Broadway last tertainment. Floyd Williams and The Estes, children's home; Catherine Falls, tion.
found
on the bulletin board outside of
week-end.
Although the editors are working
Apollo Quartet from W. S. V. A. telephone exchange; Eva J. Foster,
the
library.
* * *
gave several selections including a pop- dormitory; Catherine R. Gimbert, temporarily under the title of The
All of the new books have not been
The annual retreat of the Y. W. C. ular medly and negro spirituals. The training school; Frances Grove, art; Southern Comic, they are eager to seA. cabinet was held at the College social hour was in charge of Mrs. E. Mary Margaret Hovell, library; Martha cure a more apt name for the publica- catalogued as yet but Miss O'Neal,
F. Kent, library; Myrtle Little, train- tion, combining catchy phrasing and a the librarian, expects to have them all
Camp last week-end.
Twenty-one R. Lincoln.
girls, including cabinet members and
Four of the churches, the Baptist, ing school; Lucy McDowell, President's lightness of touch with something on the shelves within a few weeks.
typically collegiate in connotation.
members of committees were present. the United Brethern, the Hebrew, and Office—Dean's Office.
Ruth Matthews, Dean's Office—edu- A prize of five dollars is to be awarded sent the magazine as typical of
Miss Grace Palmer acted as chaperon. the Lutheran, gave parties in their
cation; Barbara Moody, tea ^room; by the Association to the person sub- southern collegiate life. Students are
, Those girls at camp were: Elizabeth social rooms.
urged to submit any material they
Thweatt, president of Y. W. C. A.;
The Catholic Church had a bridge Laura P. Morris, supply room; Eliza- mitting the title finally selected by the
Nell Williams, vice-president; Marian party in the Parish House, for girls beth B. Myers, chemistry; Oneida Editorial Board. Suggested titles must think suitable immediately to The
Southern Comic, P. O. Box 885, RichTownsend, secretary; Frances Gray- of that creed. Flo Stearns and May Poindexter, children's home; Mary be submitted to The Southern Comic,
mond, Va. Any and all material will
beal, treasurer; and committee chair- Peters received the prizes for high Elizabeth Sadler, library; Carrie May P. O. Box 885, Richmond, Va., and
be
welcomed, and as much as possible
Turner, tea room; Evelyn Vaughan, must be in the hands of the editors
men Susan Quinn, Elizabeth Strange, scores.
used,
with due credit to the writer and
Margaret Hottle, Adelaide Howser,
A delightful informal party was critic teacher; Mary Jane Walker, sup- by October 28. The name may be
college.
Lena Mundy, Eleanor Taylor, Wanda given in the Social Hall of the Meth- ply room; Ruth Warner, training one word or a combination of words,
Sales of the comic on the various
Spencer, Martha Way, Annie Glen odist Church. Dr. E. L. Wolfe, pastor school; Marian White, children's home but brevity is an important considercampuses
will be handled through the
Darden, and Martha Jane Snead. of the church, and Hon. George N. Martha J. Wratney, library; Lelia ation. Such titles as Esquire in the
staffs
of
the local publications, who
Stinchfield,
chemistry;
Ella
Lucy,
home
national field, and Froth, in the colOthers were: Frances Thompson, Alice Conrad, Supt. of the Sunday School,
have
already
fully subscribed the first
ec.;
Lucy
Clark,
Dean
of
Women;
legiate field, are good examples of
Marshall, Jennie B. Spratley, Dolores gave short addresses of welcome. Miss
issue,
at
fifteen
cents a copy. The
Shirley
Nelson,
hospital.
names which attract immediate attenPhalen, Ha Arrington,Rosamond Wiley, Hazel Wagner sang a selection and
price
for
general
newstand sale will
tion.
and Helen MacMillan.
played the piano.
* » *
be
twenty
cents.
The magazine will
186—LaFayette James Carr, Galax,
The Church of Christ had a banThe comic, which will make its
be
issued
monthly
throughout the
A party in honor of Virginia An- quet for its college members. Mrs. (IV).
first appearance early in October, has
school
year.
derson was given last Saturday night G. K. Tandy acted as Mistress of
185—Katharine Natalie Mason, Wil- been made possible by the co-operation
o
,—■—
in Sheldon dormitory. Those present Ceremonies. Rev. G. K. Tandy, pas- liam King, Abingdon, (II).
of the schools in the state which are
were: Margaret Turner, Virginia Turn- tor of the church, and Drj. Wil183—Mary Henshilwood Clark, Bay members of the VIPA, and will, it
Two Hundred
es, Myila Pittman, Emily Btashong, liams, Professor of Chemistry at the Ridge, Brooklyn, New York, (IV); is believed, satisfy a long-felt desire
(Continued from Page One)
Josephine Virginia Sanford, Orange, in the Virginia colleges for a highJane Lockwood, Mary Martha Cannon, college, made speeches.
Fredericksburg S. T. C, vice-presiAgnes Thompson, Frances Sifford,
A weiner roast was given for the (V).
class magazine of a genuinely hum- dents; Elizabeth Bywaters, Harrison182—Ruth Estelle Stickley, Wood- orous nature. Material is being gathSigne Lowman, Patricia Ann Goalden, Brethren girls on the lawn of the
burg S. T. C, secretary-treasurer.
and Mary Sale.
church after which games were played stock, (IV).
ered from contributors in these schools,
Executive committee includes offi* * *
181—Margaret Ellen, Elkton, (V); as well as from outside sources, inin the social hall.
cers
of the association and Carl F.
Frances Goalder and Josephine Acton
Covered dish suppers were given by Jane Taliaferro Logan, Harrisonburg, cluding well-known writers and magaReuss,
University of Virginia; John
(V);
Mary
Alva
Moyers,
Broadway,
were hostesses at an informal party the
Reformed
and
Episcopalian
zines of a similar nature. Humorous
4*
Eure,
Hampden-Sydney
college; Vir(III).
on Sunday evening in their room in Churches for girls of those denominasketches and articles, none of which
ginia
Borney,
Randolph-Macon
Wom180—Earle Ruth Hitt, Criglersville, should exceed 1500-words in length;
Sheldon Dormitory. Guests were: Dot tions.
an's
college,
and
W.
F.
Hayden,
Roa(IV); Martha Eleanor Pace,,- Ridge- cartoons, which should be submitted
noke
college.
cille
Day,
John
Marshall,
Richmond,
Freshman Test
way, (II).
in pen and ink, and in size propor(V).
The conference committee is com179—Patricia Ann Golden, North tionate to the size desired in publica(Continued from Page One)
194—Blanche Lewis, Roanoke Rap- Tarry town, New York, (III); Eliza- tion; jokes and anecdotes from the posed of Virginia Cox, chairman; E.
238—Rose Maxine Cardwell, Washids, N. C, (II); Margaret Walker beth Dolores Rawles, Maury, Norfolk, various schools, will constitute the Bywaters, Evelyn Pugh, F. Wells,
ington-Lee, Clarendon, (V).
Elizabeth Thweatt, Gene Averette and
Tisdale, Chase City, (II).
(IV); Julia Edge Sutherland, Red Hill, main body of the material.
223—Jeanne Marie Fretwell, Robert
19.3—MildreS Katherine Garnett, (V).
Every effort is being made to pre- Catherine Cartee, all of the HarrisonE. Lee, Staunton, (II).
burg S. T. C.
178—Juliet
Anderson
Shell,
DinwidHarrisonburg, (IV); Eleanor Loraine
212—Frances Cecile Beck, E. C.
173—Beatrice
May
Kline,
Broadway,
]
Hill, Saltville (IV); Priscilla Victoria die, (IV).
Glass, Lynchburg, (IV).
177—Vivian Dyer Church, Louisa, (II); Nelle Lorihe Morris, Basset, (II).
Libby, Thornton Academy, Saco,
FRIDAY CHAPEL
20£—Alice Warren Defrees, Maury, Maine, (V).
172—Eleanor Elizabeth Filson, Point
(II); Mary Marie Koontz, Broadway,
Norfolk, (IV).
Pleasant,
West
Virginia
(IV),
Jose191—Dorothy Lee Baugh#r, Har- (IT)* Janet Lee Miller, Harrisonburg,
phine Augusta Moncure, Alexandria,
Speaking on the situation facing the
206—Virginia Perrow Smith, E. C. risonburg (IV); Ellen Brooks Bow- (HI).
(H).
European
people today, Father WilGlass, Lynchburg, (V).
17J—Georgette
Emma
Law,
Richler, Criglersville, (II); Frances Hop171—Betty
Plunkett
Burdette,
liam
Merideth
of the local Roman
mond Hill, New York, (IV); Char204—Marjorie Hazel Thomas, Cen- kins Douglass, Weyers Cave, (IV).
Point
Pleasant,
West
Virginia,
(IV);
Catholic
Church
spoke at the aslotte Ernestine Oppleman, E. C. Glass,
tral, Washington, D. C, (V).
190—Willie Lee Powell, Hopewell,
sembly
evercises
last
Friday morning.
Cora
Mae
Fitzgerald,
Woodrow
WilLynchburg,
(V).
201—Mildred Louise Davis, Elk- (IV).
son,
Portsmouth,
(IV);
Hazel
Honor
After
reading
a
passage
from the
174—Nancy
Virginia
Earman,
Harton, (IV).
188—Evelyn Wambaugh Patterson, risonburg, (IV); Martha Anne Fitz- Powell, Jefferson, Roanoke, (V); Ruby chapter of Saint Luke, he reminded
200—Virginia June Rader, FrankGunston Hall, Washington, D. C, gerald, Crewe, (IV); Leonidas Jane Frank Preston, Liberty Hall, (V); his audience that the Europeans were
ford, (LV).
(IV).
Gum, Hinton, West Virginia, (IV); Emma Barclay Rand, Amelia, (IV); still brothers, however misguided. He
198—Sarah Blanchard Rand, Crewe,
187—Virginia Odell Oakey, Jeffer- Eleanor Lee Thompson, Cambridge, Pearl Saretsky, A. B. Davis, Mt. Ver- also stated that each individual atti(IV).
19 5—Neoma Ellsworth Bunting, son, Roanoke, (IV); Mary Ellen Maryland, (IV); Mary Palmer Wright, non, New York, (III); Lucinda White tude toward war will count, however,
Shepherd, Buckingham, (V).
infinitesimal it may seem.
Maury, Norfolk, (IV).
Maury, Norfolk, (IV); Dorothy Lu- Smith, Clifton Forge, (IV).
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About 250 Girls Make Annual Trip
Athletic Council
Aboard "Unlimited" To Climb Peak Adds New By-Law

ViffSMA
1 DAY BEG. MONDAY OCT. 14

Breeze Unable to Publish

His Grandest Musical . .' . .

Those Going Because

BING CROSBY

Of Large Number

„, *

-

"Two For Tonight»»>
—with—
JOAN BENNETT—MARY BOLAND

JARMAN'S, Inc.
STATIONERY-PRINTERS
Office

Outfitters — Gifts
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Where Cash Talk. MM,

I Complete Line of Staple and
Fancy Groceries
BEST MEATS IN TOWN
^XX3WXX3«X3»XXXKXXX3<XX3tXXX
SOttJOR

Free!

Free!

TO S. T. C. STUDENT PRESENTING
THIS WITH NAME SIGNED HERE

Receives One FREE Chocolate
Sundae
VOID AFTER NOV. 10TH
Watch This Space For "SPECIALS"

Toasted Sandwiches of All Kinds
Home-made Ice Cream and
Candies
EAT AT THE
J
CANDYLAND
\
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VISIT

OUR

STORE

FOR

Ready-to-Wear
Shoes
Dry Goods
AND

|

NEEDS OF ALL KINDS

i J. C. Penney Co.
Harrisonburg,

Virginia
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Harrisonburg's Exclusive
LADIES SHOPPE

RALPH'S
'If Ifs New We Have It"
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Hockey Team To Play
In State Tournament

Valley Beauty Shoppe
SPECIALIZE IN MANICURES
FACIALS and PERMANENTS

At the State Hockey Tournament in
Richmond,
November 8 and 9, Har5 gg}«moraag}mmramgaBagggH
Ko:«HaaHH«o>:i«j«ma3«HQ»»w«aaaa risonburg plans to meet West Hampton. It is hoped that a game with
WHEN BETTER CLEANING
Sweet Briar can be scheduled for a
IS DONE WE WILL DO IT.
date shortly after the tournament.

The only bargain today in Dry
Cleaning is Quality.
PLAIN DRESSES
Cleaned and Pressed
75c

Two-Year Graduates

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

Hayden's
Dry Cleaning Works
PHONE

274
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FEATURING BULK

Perfumes
Guerlain
Caron

a
a
§s
a
a

!
Boujour j
Coty I

Lavin

Per dram 45c to $1.89

People's
Service Drug Store |
16 South Main Street
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The Famous Lunch
"For Those Who Are Fussy About '•
Their Food"
Give Ui a Trial—You'll Be Convinced j
Two Doors from Court Square
j
■Kt w
TJ
,r.
N. MAIN«•_
ST.
HARRISONBURG, VA.
|
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(Continued from Page One) Mildred Brock—rural school, Shenandoah County.
Evelyn Bywaters—primary teacher,
Winchester, Va.
Evelyn Cole—fourth grade teacher, Standardsville, Va.
Noma Farrar—rural school, Nelson
County.
Nellie K. Fauls—student, H. T.
C.
Rosa Lee Fowlkes—student, H. T.
C.
Nita Gravely—primary teacher,
Draper, N. C.
Ann Gunter—third grade teacher,
Lemon Springs, N. C.
Mollie Sue Hull—primary .teacher,
Goshen, Va.
Sue Jolly—primary teacher, Chuckatuck, Va.
Margaret Kirtley—primary teacher,
Clifton Station, Fairfax County.
Virginia Lewis—student, H. T. C.
Virginia McNeil—rural school, Augusta County.
Grace Mayo—teacher in private
kindergarten, Portsmouth, Va.

PICK-UP TREATMENT

To Constitution

New Girls Conquer
Old In Annual Game

DOROTHY GRAY—MASQUE
SRAPPE and
FULL SIZE JAR OF CLEANSING

All Members Of Varsity
Squads Must Maintain
For First Time In Several
~ C Average
Years Former Students

Boarding the "unlimited" train at
nine Alock this morning, about 250
Lose
students and faculty members left for
the eighteenth annual hike up MasIn a fast game ending in a 21-19
sanutten Peak. Someone is reported
score, the old girls were downed by
to have said this trip will end about
the new girls for the first time in
October 22, by which rime every
several years in the annual Old Girlblister will have been exhibited and
New Girl basketball game, Saturday
every incident retold for the tenth and,
evening, October 5.
with luck, the last time.
Although the. old girls bfelcf die
Be that as it may, the train that
game well under control the new girls
daily toots its way around campus carcame forward in the last quarter with
ried the hikers almost to the foot of
a lead of two points. ^
the peak. From there they climbed
Usually it is a simple matter for the
the mountain, taking rests at interold
girls to conquer tbe new comers,
vals of fifteen minutes. The main aim,
but
an unusually large number of
as one of the hikers said, was to keep
athletically-inclined
transfers and
up with Dr. Duke. This sometimes
several
promising
Freshmen
furnished
degenerated into a resolve not to bring
enough
material
for
three
complete
up the rear with Miss Waples and the
teams
of
new
girls.
Ann
Kellam,
first-aid kit, the hiker continued.
Captain, and Helen Irby are the only
It was tbe plan of the .-BREEZE to
Varsity members who saw service On
print the names of the students maklast year's team. .However there is
ing the trip to the peak, but the numevidence that there will be an unusualber going far exceeded the expectaly good Varsity team this year.
tions of any of the ambitious staff
Outstanding players Saturday night
members.
■—
were Peggy Byers, side center, and
Ann Kellam, forward, for the old
Speaker Discusses
girls; Darwin, forward, and Brennan,
jump center for the new girls. The
(Continued from Page One)
entire New Girl team exhibited work
of fear and fear is a form of death. above the average. -^
Education is life; therefore, we should
have nothing in school to develop
Janet Miller—teacher in rural
fear," she stated.
school, Wythe County.
"Singing and dancing should be proBarbara Moody—student, H. T. C.
vided for the children. He should
Ann Virginia Morris—Emergency
have music. He should have an in- Educational Program, Elkton, Va.
finite amount of handwork. GramFrances Pence—teacher in rural
mar or arithmetic could be taken out school, Shenandoah County.
but handwork should never be taken
Alice Rhodes—teacher in rural
out of the school."
school, Page County.
Coleeji Saville—teacher in rural
"The child should have stories, art
school, Rockbridge County.
and nature.
Janie Seay—primary teacher, Albe"He wants to do things with his
marle
County.
-^
body. He brings hid body to school.
Audrey
Slaughter
—
elementary
We must study what the child, needs
and wants. It is good to study and teacher, Kanawha County, W. Va.
Esther Sprouse—elementary teacher,
work and play. Education must not
keep us from enjoying life, for educa- Alleghany County.
Alice Tibbitts—teacher in rural
tion is life itself and should aid us in
school, Nelson County.
so doing," she concluded.
Devotions were led by Dr. James
Wright, a member of the faculty.

Williamson Drug Store

II
Elizabeth Arendall—teacher in Halifax County schools.
Patsy Armentrout—fourth grade
teacher, Bath County.
Janet
Baker—Primary
teacher,
Quantico, Va.
Grace Bales—teacher in Lee County schools.
Mary D. Bourne—teacher in upper
grades, Barren Springs, Va.
Marie Boyer—teacher in rural
school, Shenandoah County.
Fern, Cawood — grammar grade
teacher, Ewing, Va.
Mary E. Coleman—student, H. T.
C.
Brownie Comer—teacher in rural
school, Page County.
Carrie M. Cooke—primary teacher, Greenville, Va.
Anna Day—sixth grade teacher,
Franconia School, Fairfax County.
Margaret DeShazo—sixth
grade
teacher, Darvills School, Dinwididie
County.
Marie Douglas—teacher in rural
school. Oldhams, Va.
Bessie Driver—elementary teacher,
Fairfax, Va.
. Nancy Flory—fourth grade teacher, Churchville, Va.
Craddock Hamersley—student, H.
T. C.
Lena E. Harris—elementary teacher, Golladays, Va.
Beatrice Hart'—teacher in rural
school, Shenandoah County.
Emily Virginia Heyl—student, H.
T. C.
Ruth Hutcherson—teacher in rural
school, Franklin County.
Nancy James—teacher in Mount
Pleasant School, Roanoke County.
Katherine Liggett—teacher in rural
school, Augusta County.
Effa Lineweaver—student, H. T. C.
CURRICULUM

CREAM

$2.00 value for $1.00

That all members of varsity squads
For Dry and Oily Skin
shall maintain an average grade of C
on all college work was the addition
to a by-law of the Constitution of the
Athletic Association adopted at a meet- P^^^/TX/TV^^V^/^^yg^/^B
ing of the Athletic Council last Monday evening. This amendment will
have to be approved by the students
at their next student body meeting,
and then will take immediate effect.
Mon.-Tues.—Oct. 14-15
The former by-law required that
ALICE
BRADY in
only members of the Athletic AssociaUADY
TUBBSP
tion make an average grade of C.
—with—
At the same meeting Isabel Roberts,
DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY, ANITA
LOUISE, ALAN MOWBRAY
Falls Church, and Lois Sloop, Harrisonburg, were elected secretary and assisWed.-Thur.—Oct. 16-17
tant business manager respectively of
GENE STRATTON PORTER'S
the Athletic Council. This will make
"KEEPER OF THE BEES"
the second year that L. Sloop has held
You've Read the Book •
Now—See the Picture
the position of assistant business manager.

D

Friday—October 18

WALLACE BEERY
JACKIE COOPER

Dip Hours Posted
On Door Of Pool

"TREASURE ISLAND"
ONE DAY RETURN SHOWING

Saturday—October 19

ANN SOTHERN in
Dip hours were posted on the door
"EIGHT BELLS"
of the swimming pool sometime last
week by the physical education departSOON! "Here's To Romance"
ment.
NINO MARTINI—SHUMANN-HENK
SUNDAY
3:00 to 4:00
Beginners
4:00 to 5:00
.t^..,..
Advance
MONDAY
This Week's Special at
9:00 to 10:00 p. m
Beginners
Soda Sandwich Shoppe
TUESDAY
4:30 to 5:30
Everyone
Delicious Cream Cheese Sand9:00 to 1:00 p. m
.Advance
wich on Date-Nut Bread
10c
WEDNESDAY
All Ways the Best Place in Town to
9:00 to 10:00 p. m.
Beginners
Meet and Eat, and Hear the Latest
THURSDAY
Records.
3J30 to 4:}0
-..Faculty and Children
9:00 to 10:00 p. m. ,
Advance Soda Sandwich Shoppe
FRIDAY
"In tbe Center of Everything"
No Swimming
SATURDAY
2:00 to 3:00
Facultysand Children VYX^XY^YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY*
4:30 to 5:30
Everyone J Loker's Shoe! Repair Shop '
NOTE: No one may be admitted to j Work Done While You Wait,
pool without a heart examination. '
We Deliver To You Free
Hortense Manges—primary teacher,
Cloverdale School, Botetourt County.
Rovena Marshall—teacher in rural
school, Shenandoah County.
Helen jMartz—primary teacher,
Arlington School, Loudoun County.
Audrey Miller—teacher in rural
school, Shenandoah County.
Doris Miller—teacher in Arlington
County schools.
Nancy Minton—sixth grade teacher,
Holland, Va.
OpHelia Printz—teac)her in rural
school, Page County.
Margaret Pursley—teacher in rural
school, Botetourt County.
Virginia Rosenbaum — teacher in
Kelly's Chapel School, Glade Springs,
Va.
Lelia Rucker—grammar grade teacher, Arlington County schools.
Elizabeth Russell—teacher in Norfolk County schools..
Fannie Ryman—primary teacher,
Hudson Crossroads "School, Shenandoah
County.
Rachel Savage—fourth grade teacher, Chuckatuck, Va.
Ellen Stanford—Student, H. T. C.
Esther Stone—elementary teacher,
Henry County schools.
Anna Stoneburner—primary teacher, Emerick School, Loudoun County.
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y School Annual, Catalog, Maga« zine, Newspaper, or Printing of
\ any Kino!—Your work looks
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I Bevcrley Press, Inc.
205 West Bererley Street
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
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Lottie W. Thornton — primary
teacher, Pittsylvania. County schools.
Nancy Turner—elementary teacher,
Norfolk, Va.
Sadie Willaims—student, H. T. C.
Gene Yeoman—third grade teacher,
Isle of Wight Court House, Va.

WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE YOU VISIT OUR

Ladies' Ready - to • \JTear, Millinery, and
Shoe Departments

a

t

NEW, MODERN, and
DIFFERENT

"The Smartest and Newest Always Shown"
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